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1) This is my #Qanon thread for April 13, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!
https://qmap.pub/

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is
the first & original Q Android app as w…
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: 5,4,3,2,1

2) In November of 2018, President Trump famously retweeted a meme showing a number of
political figures in jail.

3) The media went a little crazy in their response to the retweet.

Trump retweets meme calling for imprisonment of his own deputy atto…
This isn’t normal, even for Trump.
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/28/18115986/trump-retweets-meme-i…

4)

Trump: Rosenstein belongs in jail because 'he never should have pick…
Rosenstein is responsible for picking Mueller to lead an investigation into Russian
interference in the 2016 election.
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/11/29/trump-rosenstein-belongs-in-jail-1026104

5)

Trump Shares Meme Showing Obama, Clintons Behind Bars For Treason
The president shared several tweets bashing his most high-profile critics on
Wednesday.
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-treason-meme_n_5bfea872e4b0d23c21…

6)

Trump retweets meme showing 9 Dems and MUELLER behind bars
Among the 'imprisoned' Democrats in the collage are Barack Obama, both
Clintons, John Podesta, Huma Abedin, Loretta Lynch, Eric Holder, James Comey,
James Clapper and Rod Rosenstein.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6438261/Trump-retweets-meme-showing-10-…

7) Q posted the meme tonight.

8) Note the filename is a countdown from 5 through 1.

9) I take the countdown as a hint that indictments are coming.

10) I don't know if this is what prompted Q's post, but today, former U.S. Attorney Joe
Digenova dropped some bombshells about U.S. Attorney Durham's investigation of spygate.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/yJVey_i0ju0

11) Joe Digenova: "If John Brennan doesn't have a lawyer now, he'd better get one because
the indictments are coming."

12) Di Genova also said Rod Rosenstein is in deep trouble.

13) Justice is about to catch up to James Comey and Andrew McCabe.

14) Would POTUS retweet a meme like this if he had no intention of bringing to justice those
who illegally spied on him?

15) Would he put his life on the line if he had no plans to hold accountable those who are
trying to harm him?

16) Why would corrupt politicians, corrupt media and corrupt Hollywood elites try to destroy
Trump if they didn't perceive him as a threat?

17) Corrupt people have walked free in the past, so it's understandable if you believe no one
will be held accountable.
The human mind is programmed to believe that what has happened in the past will happen in
the future.

18) I've been watching current events and I believe it's only a matter of time before the
indictments are unsealed.

19) I spy with my little eye
.... a punisher lapel pin.

20) Video

0:00

21) Q posts a retweet by POTUS about indictments.
POTUS tweets a video with Hannity wearing a punisher lapel pin.
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

63.8K 2:27 AM - Apr 14, 2020
26K people are talking about this

22) Coincidence?
Today, when asked if he knew the tweet he retweeted had a #FireFauci hashtag, POTUS said,
"Yeah, I notice everything."

0:00

23) Why doesn't the media ask POTUS about those Q hashtags he's always retweeting?

Will Winagain
@WWinagain
Replying to @LisaMei62

Notice this. The media grabs on to ONE TWEET that says
“#firefauci”
POTUS tweets dozens upon dozens of #qanon #wwg1wga
tweets or “Q accounts” and NOT ONE REPORTER ASKS HIM
WHY.
POTUS “I pay attention to everything I tweet!”
BOOM!!!!
1,811 10:33 PM - Apr 13, 2020
775 people are talking about this

24) @M_RevereUSA was Q'd for this tweet.

Red-Blooded Patriot Q'd 1x
@M_RevereUSA

@seanhannity is rocking the "Punisher" lapel pin on his right
lapel. 5:5? PAIN COMING! Durham is the PUNISHER! #QAnon
twitter.com/realDonaldTrum…

Donald J. Trump

@realDonaldTrump

15.1K 2:50 AM - Apr 14, 2020
10.5K people are talking about this

25) Q's response.
(I'm not seeing anything relevant in the filename)

26)

27)

28)

0:00

29) Q provided instructions to anons on how to interpret his posts.

(Many people interpret them incorrectly because they ignore Q's instructions and interpret
them however they want.)
30) This thread covers the instructions Q gave for researching and interpreting his posts.

👇

Praying Medic
@prayingmedic

Q provided instructions to anons on deciphering his posts and
interpreting news and current events to help us understand the
ebb and flow of global events.
I'll examine point by point (see the numbered comments) what Q
said about reading his posts.

2,288 5:41 PM - Jan 16, 2020
1,471 people are talking about this

31) In November of 2017, Q asked anons who Betsy DeVos was and why she was relevant.

32) An anon replied with a flowchart showing how DeVos and her brother Erik Prince were
connected to POTUS.

33) The article the anon posted explains how Erik Prince had been advising POTUS "from the
shadows."

https://theintercept.com/2017/01/17/notorious-mercenary-erik-prince-is-advising-trump-fromthe-shadows/
34) Q's reply suggested Prince knows where the bodies are buried (he has compromising
information on corrupt people.)
Q asked anons to re-read the "map."
The map is a collection of all of Q's posts.

35) An anon noted that Prince gathered info on bad actors and now POTUS has that
information.

36) Q asked anons to expand further on that idea.
Q's posts (the map) had 43 confirmed connections (as of November of 2017) that needed to be
made.

37) Q provides clues and direction.
Through social media and word of mouth, we are the voice that speaks truth to the world.
We are the calm before and during the storm.
38) This morning, Q posted a graphic showing members of the media and their relatives who
are political figures.
29 national and 98 local connections have yet to be made between members of the media and
their relatives who are political figures.

39) This article provides examples of some political figures and their relatives in the media.

Meet the liberal press
There are those who still scoff at the idea of a biased mainstream media - at the
notion that some in the press, many in the press, actually have active intents to
take out Trump, tear down conservat…
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/apr/11/meet-the-liberal-press/

40) This article provides more connections.

The Media's Democratic Ties | RealClearPolitics
This past week, the Washington Post ran a pretty incredible story about the
Democrat opposition research group, Fusion GPS. The organization has never fully
been vetted by journalists because it has.…
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2017/12/15/the_medias_democratic_ties_13…

41) This article explains how the media live in an information bubble that isolates them from
the real world.

The Media Bubble Is Real — And Worse Than You Think
We crunched the data on where journalists work and how fast it’s changing. The
results should worry you.
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/04/25/media-bubble-real-journalism-job…

42) POTUS and his team have decided it's time to turn up the heat on the media's bias and
dishonesty.

43) Which might explain what happened at yesterday's coronavirus briefing.

0:00

44)

45) Q posted a link to a tweet by @EverythingQAnon

@EverythingQAnon

Best thing you’ll see today#QAnon#WWG1WGA

26.9K 3:11 PM - Apr 14, 2020
17.3K people are talking about this

46) VIdeo from the tweet.

0:00

47) Dig
Meme
Pray
#Qanon

48) POTUS discusses with patients the effectiveness of Hydroxychloroquine against various
diseases.
H/T @VincentCrypt46

0:00

49) This response to the above tweet was posted by Q.

food
@earth_pupil
Replying to @VincentCrypt46

Now he's letting her be seen by the White House Dr about her
Lyme Disease. Lots of controversy over where that disease
came from. Can you imagine if she is given the proper meds to
cure it after she's had it since she's 5 years old.
8,970 5:41 PM - Apr 14, 2020
5,929 people are talking about this

50) In a previous post, Q noted that cures for diseases are sometimes concealed because it's
more profitable to sell us a lifetime of treatment than a one time cure.
Hydroxychloroquine is cheap and effective therefore, the technocratic establishment would
naturally oppose it.

51) Billions of dollars in research grants are at stake in the war over cures for diseases.
If cheap and effective cures were suddenly announced, all that research money would dry up.
52)
Jordan Sather
@Jordan_Sather_

Of course cures already exist for a variety of diseases, even
coronavirus. Why do you think the corrupt media attacks me so
hard over chlorine dioxide?
2,562 6:22 PM - Apr 14, 2020
650 people are talking about this

53) If you're wondering why Drudge suddenly became a liberal news outlet, they were sold to
a foreign company.
Their non-disclosure agreement expires the day after the election.

54) Q wrote: [removal [blackout] coming of pro_POTUS accounts]
The night Joe M was suspended, I had a dream suggesting that I'm next on the list.
If my social media accounts are terminated, (including youtube) you can find me on my
website.

Praying Medic Home - Praying Medic
The kingdom of God made simple
http://prayingmedic.com

55) Q wrote:
Win by any means necessary.
All assets will be deployed this election.
If corrupt people can't remove Trump and Barr from office, they'll all go to prison.
Therefore, they'll use every trick in the book.
56) Q wrote:
Sleepers [Pro] will shift position [Nay].
[Paul Ryan_Fox]
Fox has turned anti-Trump, in part because Paul Ryan is on the board of Directors.
57) Those who have pretended to support the President will show their true colors this year.
(I'm not going to name names. If you're observant, you'll see it happen.)
58) POTUS calls himself a wartime President.
The war is not military.
(At least not yet.)
It's a silent war.
There is an invisible enemy that attacks us with [dis]information.

59) Mass deplatforming from social media isn't a new subject.
In 2018, when asked why he deleted posts from /patriotsfight/ Q said the board was (at the
time) for main points of interest, but in the future, it would serve as a hub for all Q related
discussions.

60) You can avoid deplatforming by being careful about what you post, but if the keepers of
social media want you gone, there's little you can do to avoid the ban hammer.
(If your content is important, you should have redundant online and offline backups for it.)
61) Leaked State Department cables from 2018 contained warnings about dangerous activities
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology related to their experiments with bats that carry the
coronavirus.

State Department leaked cables renew theories on origin of coronavirus
A Chinese laboratory at the center of new theories about how the coronavirus
pandemic started was the subject of multiple urgent warnings inside the U.S. State
Department two years ago, according to …
https://www.foxnews.com/world/state-department-cables-coronavirus-origin-chinese-la…

62) Q posted a link to the above article and a link to a tweet by Tom Fitton.
The screencap is a post where Q questioned the timing of events surrounding the
impeachment of POTUS, the November election, and the coronavirus pandemic.

63) Isn't it odd that the pandemic effectively halted congressional investigations into Joe and
Hunter Biden's criminal activities?
State Department FOIA requests are on permanent delay.
Who benefits most?

Tom Fitton
@TomFitton

State Dept FOIA office is also shut down due to #coronavirus.
We were told to wait indefinitely now on all our requests for
Spygate abuses of @RealDonaldTrump and Biden scandal docs!
So Biden, conveniently, will be protected from any UkraineBurisma disclosures! twitter.com/TomFitton/stat…
Tom Fitton

@TomFitton

FBI Deep State uses #coronavirus as excuse to shut down FOIA and
gov't transparency!

7,926 6:48 PM - Apr 14, 2020
7,023 people are talking about this

64) A Democratic lawyer who represented Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign is
threatening to sue the state of Nevada unless it immediately suspends prosecutions for ballot
harvesting before the June 9 primary.

Ex-Clinton lawyer threatens to sue Nevada unless ballot harvesting pe…
A prominent Democratic lawyer who represented Hillary Clinton's presidential
campaign is threatening to sue the state of Nevada unless it immediately suspends
prosecutions for ballot harvesting befor…
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/lawyer-threaten-to-sue-nevada-unless-ballot-harvesti…

65)

😎
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

GET RID OF BALLOT HARVESTING, IT IS RAMPANT WITH
FRAUD. THE USA MUST HAVE VOTER I.D., THE ONLY WAY
TO GET AN HONEST COUNT!
195K 2:24 PM - Apr 14, 2020
80.8K people are talking about this

66) Dems know that if they can't cheat, they can't win.
Pain and Panic.

67) You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the old guard.

68)

•••

